2018 NHFOA Meeting Quiz II
1.

During an official’s time-out for injury, players from Team A go to the sideline to confer with
coaches. They stay between the nine-yard marks and sideline. Ruling: Legal.

2.

A 4/3 on the K-45. A3’s punt lands on the R-2 and is heading toward the goal line when K55 bats
the ball backward to prevent it from going into the end zone. It bounces on the R-3, where it is
downed by K76. Ruling: Illegal batting. Penalize 15 yards from the previous spot.

3.

A11 comes to the line of scrimmage on a 2/7 play from the B-22. After the team was set for a
second, Back A33 goes into motion. While he is in motion, lineman A67, who was in a two-point
stance, assumes a three-point stance. After one second the ball is snapped. Ruling: Legal.

4.

K 4/7 from the K-37. K3’s punt is high in the air and R33 makes a valid fair catch signal on the R25. The ball tails to teammate receiver R56, who did not signal. He catches the kick and is
immediately tackled by K44 at the R-30. Ruling: Kick-catch interference. R 1/10 at the R-30 or rekick at the K-22.

5.

On a 3/7 from the B-25, B33 intercepts a pass on B’s 4 and his momentum carries him toward the
goal line. He fumbles on the 1 and the ball goes into the end zone, where he recovers it while
grounded. Ruling: Safety.

6.

A 2/7 at midfield. During the last timed down of a period, A34 gains 10 yards and fumbles at the
B-40. An official inadvertently sounds his whistle while the ball is loose. A67 is called for holding
at the A-48. Ruling: Replay down at A-38, extend the period.

7.

Prior to the ready-for-play on a try, A’s captain requests the ball be placed at the right hashmark.
They go into a spread formation, don’t like the defensive coverage and call timeout. After the
timeout, A requests the ball be placed at the center Try line. Ruling: Legal.

8.

A 2/7 from the B-23. With :20 left in the half, A10 is in a shotgun formation. The snap goes over
his head. He recovers the ball at the B-30 and spikes it to stop the clock. Ruling: 3/19 from the B35. Clock on the Ready.

9.

A 3/6 on the B-26, A32 gets a handoff and runs for a touchdown. During the run, B17 incidentally
grabs the facemask of A32. Ruling: Penalty declined by rule.

10. A 4/4 on the B-27, A17 runs to the B-24, where he is stopped, and is piled on by B67. Ruling: B
1/22 at the B-12.

